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The operation is currently not available. You're signed in with another tab or window. Reload to refresh the session. You have logged in from another tab or window. Reload to refresh the session. Next article by Anthony letuc in a previous article. Hi, today users have passed some quizzes. I'd love to see
if he passed or failed, but when I start a learner report of a grade learner's report and search for the user's name (his name is pououin), nothing is displayed. Now when I go to the course, I want to see his notes. I'll see them! According to me, I think it's because of the restrictions ? Next article by Peter
Bowen in an earlier article. By default, there are limitations. Moodle\block\configurable_reports\report\sql\report.class.php, 25 lines, definition ('REPORT_CUSTOMSQL_MAX_RECORDS', 5000); Increase the value here. Kind of related to Peter's previous article and then the following article by Marco
Benaud. Hello! I use a block of reports configured in my students' reports,Inonneed amorespecificreport, which actually shares all of the real LOGof for each student or group of students. Students are divided according to the setnell'anagrafica department, there are people who can help explain and
explain meand, who can help meand explaininaSQLquery to provide theLOGjust, such as using filtering students for configuration report block departments? I was trying to figure out what it isquari plug pinmudle / report / log but I :( Thanks in advance for not being able to! Next article by Randy Thornton
in a previous article. Anastasia, yes, I add raw time from the related columns to the report in addition to having a format. For raw time in the database (perhaps mdl_log and mdl_log.time), you can isolate it if the report is habitated or if it is a possible mathematical problem in between. Randy following the
previous article by Andrew Knock. This is what I'm trying to figure out too... I keep my eye on it here and hope someone can help with the article following an earlier article by Peter Bowen. Hi Matt, this is the u.username you choose, u.name, u.last name, c.shortname, DATE_FORMAT (FROM_UNIXTIME
(p.time complete), '%Y%m-%d') AS prefix_course_completions p.prefix_course prefix_course = c.idjoin prefix_user AS u-userid = u.idwhere c.enablecomplete = 1 and p.timecomplete &gt; (UNIX_TIMESTAMP (DATE_ADD (Qudate (), INTERVAL -30 days)) Order BY u.username If you just want for the
current course, add and c.id=%%%+COOURSEID%%% (especially useful if you are a global report) you need to add a specific filter code at the bottom (for example, filter by the time you need to add the following at the bottom). %%FILTER_STARTTIME:p.timecompleted:&gt;%FILTER_ENDTIME:p .time
completed:&lt;%%:&lt;%%:1%%=Peter Bowen. Add Hi Deb, grade-by-grade, and gg.finalgrade&gt;7.9 ratings. To add a custom user field Check the fielded mood for which you assigned a custom field. This can be mdl_user_info_field table. If you have it, you can use the following code:
prefix_user_info_data AS aaON u.ID = aa.userid and aa.fieldid=9 In this example, aa.data includes information about custom field 9, which in our case is a location description. To pull the second field, prefix_user_info_data as abON u.ID = ab.userid and ab.fieldid=5 and again ab.data in the join form. So
your code (once we know of the correct fieldid: select u.name AS 'First', u.name AS 'Last', aa.data AS 'country', ab.data AS 'status', CASE WHEN gi.itemtype = 'course' then CONCAT (c.fullname, 'gun') and other gi.itemnameend AS 'item name', ROUND (gg.finalgrade,2) AS grade, FROM_UNIXTIME
(gg.timemodified) prefix_course as cjoin prefix_context ctx on c.id = ctx.instance is prefix_role_assignments as ra.context = ctx.idjoin prefix_user as u u.id ON = ra.useridjoin prefix_user_info_data as aaon u.ID = aa.userid and aa.fieldid=9join prefix_user_info_data as abon u.ID = abon u.ID 8 = ab.userid
and ab.fieldid=9join prefix_grade_grades gg on gg.userid = u.id and gg.finalgrade&gt;7.9join prefix_grade_items gi.id = gg.itemidjoin prefix_course_categories as cc cc.id on * c.category c.id . Install this block, but have trouble using the card to report. The database problem is displayed. Can someone
help me? Hi by the following article from the previous article! I want to create a report with only manual grades. I report manual grade list process: SELECTCOUNT (*), concat&lt;a target=_new href=%%WWWROOT%%/grade/edit/tree/index.php?showadvanced=1&amp;id=', c.id,'&gt; (',c.c.'
Fullname,'&lt;/a&gt;AS Course prefix_grade_items from as gijoin as gijoin as gijoin as gijoin prefix_course as c.id = gi.courseidwhere 'itemtype'='manual'manual'manualid how can I make it? Previous article Next article By Charlie Oliver Ng. There are 20 courses brought together using meta-links; now you
need to generate completion reports for all 20 courses; but when you generate a report, you'll only see the first course (courses linked to all other courses), or did you miss anything when you linked the course, or is this simply not the purpose of the meta-linking process, that is, you need to register for
each of the 20 courses! Previous article Next article Teir Imanov. Hi! In attendance activities, we can only report 1 course. How you can create a full attendance report using configurable reports. all activities and resources, including status. Other courses simply need to provide synchronization registration
information with the main course. Typically, you do not register users. Main Meta Course Direct: That's for kids. (This is the default scenario and there are variations.) So, to run the report, complete that main meta course. So it works fine. So if you include everyone in a meta course, but don't include any
of the 20 children's courses, there was no point in creating a meta-course because you self-enrolled yourself, not through synchronization in your child's course. You may not receive activity completion reports in one course. To do this, you must perform a custom report, such as a configurable report. The
previous article followed by the article Deb W. You Rock!!! Thanks a lot!!! Next article by Andrew Knock in the previous article. Hi Peter, I have very little experience with SQL too and was hoping you (or anyone else in this thread) could help. I have a similar need to Deb's. You want to create a custom
report that duplicates the course completion report (found in the course completion block), but adds some custom custom profile fields. So the column looks like this: idnumber name name profile_field_employmenttype (custom user profile field) department profile_field_dept (custom user profile field)
profile_field_subsection (custom custom profile field) profile_field_section (custom custom profile field) profile_field_directorate (custom user profile field) course completion date course completion status all help will be greatly appreciated! Thanks, Andrew For the next article by Deb W. Hey Andrew, try:
Select u.name AS 'First', u.name AS 'Last', aa.data AS 'State', ab.data AS 'County', ac.data AS AS 'Gender', ad.data AS AS 'Ethnicity', ae.data AS 'race', af.data AS 'residence', ag.data AS 'school grades', case when gi.itemtype = 'course' then CONCAT (c.fullname, '-Total') other gi.itemnameend AS 'item
name', round (gg.finalgrade,2) AS grade, FROM_UNIXTIME prefix_user_info_data u.ID (gg.time) ) prefix_course cjoin prefix_context ctx c.id = ctx.instancediade prefix_role_assignments prefix_user_info_data as ra.context = ctx.idjoin prefix_user AS u ON u.id = ra.useridjoin prefix_user_info_data as
aaON u.ID = aa.userid and aa.fieldid=1join prefix_user_info_data as abon u.ID = abon u.ID = ab.userid and ab.fieldid=2join prefix_user_info_data asON aclon <6> = ac.userid ac.fieldid=3join prefix_user_info_data as adon u.ID = ad.userid and ad.fieldid=4join prefix_user_info_data aeON u.ID = ae.userid
and ae.fieldid=5join prefix_user_info_data as afON u. ID = af.use and af.fieldid=6join prefix_ user_info_data as a agon u.ID = ag.userid and ag.fieldid=7join prefix_grade_grades gg gg.userid = u.id and gg.final&lt;grade&gt;10 and gg.finalgrade&gt;10@ prefix_grade_items prefix_grade_items gi.id to
prefix_grade_items = cc.id = c.itemidjoin prefix_course_categories.100@cc.id = c.category =c.id articles by I'll take a description of the previous article If I get you right. You need to create a (main) course and add 20 courses as links. At the same time, each of the 20 courses must be connected to the
main via a meta link. Next, you need to enroll in each course except the main course. (When you link all child courses to a parent, all 20 courses are automatically displayed as long as you enroll the user in the parent course.) Finally, you need to create a custom report that draws percent complete from
individual courses. Is this right? Next article by former article Team st.clair. There are clients who want to receive reports every day for archival purposes. You can view options in settings for when crons run, and sql reports have the option auto-run: Schedule this query to run daily to run every day. No
clear documentation of this option is found. The contents of the block send_emails.php files are also confusing - where is it used (if at all)? Ideally I report (for example. XLS) and then send it to the specified email address (ideally configurable, but too hard-coded). The other option is to create files (XLS
again) in some known locations on the disk and allow clients to configure FTP pickup or whatever. This does not appear to be a feature. Next article by Randy Thornton in a previous article. (When you link all child courses to a parent, you automatically see 20 courses as long as you enroll the user in the
parent course.) They don't see all 20 courses, but you should see two things: the main meta course with the children's courses and content they've been to. People do not have to work or see other children's courses. This assumes a common way for all child courses to hold enrollment and synchronize to
one major meta-course. Do you have content in all 20 courses? Do I need to assign a user next to the main meta-course? Is this the source of the property? Information?
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